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Host Lilia says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10512.18 - "The Dig, part II"=/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara peacefully glides outside Starbase 123. Inside both the station and the ship, however, turmoil reigns.
Host SM_Lilia says:
Captain Timrok was given full liberty to investigate an alleged information leak (or worse), which has allowed among other events, the kidnapping and presumed death of Commander Peter Pazoski.
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
:: Stands on the bridge reading an information laden PADD ::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::sat in the CTO's office digging through the SF database for any and all mentions of Mr Smith::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::On the bridge, relaxing in his seat::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Admiral Ix sits in the Elara brig with a padd in her hand, writing a few things
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::On the bridge working at his science station::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::has returned to the SB as having completed the Elara for launch::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sitting in the XO chair on the bridge, observing the events taking place there::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::reads the information on the screen and makes notes on his PADD::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::on the Starbase just about to enter the quarters of the officer Longfellow::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@*SB Security*: Tar here, I want you to place a security team at every boarding point of the Starbase. Inspect all passengers. No-one may leave without my permission.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::all kind of different things whoosh through his mind. His orders were quite clear and for the first time he was supervising and controlling a whole SB::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
XO: I’ll leave you to keep everything in order here; I’m going to speak to Ix
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: CO: Alright captain... ::Gets up from his seat to stand around for a moment, giving him a bit more mobility::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::enters Longfellow's quarters::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks up from his console:: CO: Sir! Science station is ready for launch. Requesting permission to head for the Starbase to get a hold on those sensor records.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::Notices some communication traffic:: CO: Sir there is a civilian ship approaching. It's contacting the Starbase
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: The quarters are empty
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
CO: She's asking permission to dock
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: tucks his PADD under his arm and walks toward the turbo lift :: CSO: go ahead
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<SB Security> *OPS*: Acknowledged, we'll have 2 Security Personnel at every boarding point. Security out.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::taps his Combadge:: *CO*: Sollo to the Captain... I think I've got a lead on this Smith character.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::taps combadge:: *SB Computer*: Computer, where is tactical officer, Longfellow?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::taps combadge:: *MCPO_Green*: Tar to Green, report to Starbase OPS immediately. Tar out.
Host SM_Lilia says:
@<SB Computer>Officer Longfellow in on leave in an unknown location
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Walks over to the FCO::
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::hears his combadge beep and then he hears Tar. Taps combadge:: Green here, I'm on my way, Sir. Green out.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
CO: The ship apparently has cargo that can spoil and they need fuel. The Starbase informed them of the blockade and cut contact
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 FCO: Very well, have them log their crew and cargo with operations and he can make the call
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Finishes some commands on his console, nods to the captain and leaves the bridge in a pretty quick fashion.::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: enters the TL :: *TO*: what have you got?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::Dalin, at SB OPS smiles as he hears Green::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@*SB Computer*: Unknown? What ship did he used to get on this so-called leave?
Host SM_Lilia says:
@<Computer> No vessel has been registered as in use by officer Longfellow
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
*OPS*: Sir, we have a civilian vessel here requesting permission to dock. She has perishables on board and needs fuel
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*CO*: Federation citizen, owns and runs a freighter company from his ship, has homes on Earth and Mars and hasn't been seen in public for the last five years.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::With the same effectiveness he used to leave the bridge, he made his way to the Elara's docking exit and leaves the ship behind, to venture about on the Starbase again.::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@*SB Computer*: Last known location?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Turns away from the helm and looks around the bridge again::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@<SB Computer>His personal quarters
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: as if on cue Cosmo sees a shiny object on the floor
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 *TO*: OK, dig as deep as you can, it might turn out to be a dead end but at least we'll know if we should be adding him to our list of people to question
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::Enters SB OPS:: OPS: Sir, reporting for duty.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@*SB Computer*: Then scan fo... ::stop abruptly and examines the object::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: exits the Turbo lift and heads to the Brig ::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*CO*: Aye sir, I'll try and contact him through his shipping company and let you know if I turn anything up.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::nods to MCPO_Green::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::He wanders about to go find the science department on the Starbase, hoping he will find whatever he needed to find in there.::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@COM:FCO: Tar here. We are getting security here to full level. That ship has to wait until we are done here.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Walks over to the big chair and takes a seat::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::exits the office and heads for the TL::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
COMM: Civ_Vessel: Civilian vessel, this is the Elara. Take up a holding pattern until cleared for docking
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Whistles cheerfully as he walks past a security team on the Starbase, there was no way they'll recognize him with his civilian cloths and a brand face courtesy of a simple underground surgical operation that only cost him 30 credits::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The voice of an angry man echoes through the bridge "You will pay for all my cargo in double!". And transmission is cut
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::After just a small walk he notices the sign on the door and recognizes it as the Science department. Using his newly acquired security code, he is allowed access and the doors slide open, making way for him to enter the room behind it.::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::Initiates a scan to identify the vessel and see what the cargo is. When he hears the message from the vessel he smiles. Impatience is not a virtue here::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::turns to Green:: OPS_Green: Mr. Green, please take your seat at the OPS console for flight operations. Divert every incoming ship to the nearest Starbase and keep all ships currently in the Starbase from departing.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::notices it's a badge… presumably Longfellow’s:: *SB Computer*: What were the last events that internal sensors recorded in this room regarding to officer Longfellow? Any transporter signatures?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the angry outburst on the transmission::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::steps off the TL and onto the bridge, giving the XO a brief nod before heading for the OPS console and accessing the subspace communications system::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: enters the brig and nods to the duty guard before checking on the LCARS readout which cell has Ix in it ::
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@OPS_Tar: Aye Sir. ::walks over to the Flight Operations Console::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@<SB Computer>CTO: Confirmed. All items in the room were beamed to a vessel 2 hours ago. A humanoid left the room shortly after
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 Duty TO: Bring Admiral Ix to interview room 1
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: enters the interview room and takes a seat at the far side of the table ::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@*SB Computer*: Track the humanoids movements till it disappears from the station's internal sensors. Also if possible determine transporter beam frequency… which race does it belong to?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
<Duty TO> CO: Aye sir. ::fetches the Admiral and escorts her to the interview room::
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::sets all SB doors to close::
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Pauses as he hears a few commands issued to the SB computer, he chuckles and makes his way toward the sound. Pausing before the stern looking CTO he coughs to get his attention::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::He walks into the room and looks around. All personal briefly stop with what they are doing and look at him. He just nods and smiles a little nervously, before they all continue to work.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: Easy Thrusters this is Iain Sollo of the federation starship Elara, Please respond.
Host SM_Lilia says:
@<SB Computer>CTO: Humanoid traces end outside the door to these quarters. Race unknown
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::walks over to the OPS Console (not flight OPS) and accesses the logs for shuttle maintenance::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: A female voice greets the TO "Greeting, this is easy thrusters office. How may I help you?”
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Glances at the FCO:: FCO: What is that ship carrying that needs to be delivered in such a rush?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
Longfellow: Mister Longfellow... I was getting anxious that you might have left the Starbase...
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::before accessing the logs Dalin checks the newly added computer access restrictions in place::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: I'm trying to contact your owner, Mr. John Smith... could you possibly assist me with that?
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: according to the scans live tribbles sir
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Sit Down, I have some questions for you, your co-operation or otherwise will be noted in my report
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: FCO: Tribbles...? Aren't those supposed to be extinct?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
<Duty TO> ::stands by the door::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: apparently not sir
Host SM_Lilia says:
<Female voice>COM: TO: I am afraid Mr. Smith is a very busy man. But you can leave a message and he will get back to you at his best convenience
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::notices all security restrictions are still in place::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::He walks over to the star base’s duty CSO and identifies himself. He explained what he was doing there and request the sensor records for the time period he needed. With a short hesitation the duty CSO downloaded the information onto a nearby PADD and offered it to him. Just nodding, he turns around and leaves the room again.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
::not having said a word since being taken out of the brig, she sits::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
Longfellow: You are ::checks his padd:: Starbase Tactical Officer Longfellow, arent you? ::notices face similarities::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: Unfortunately his convenience is not a priority at the moment I need to speak with him on a matter of dire emergency.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: Yes.. Indeed... ::Shakes head:: Anything else of interest?
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@OPS_Tar: Sir, all SB doors are closed. No ship can depart without notice.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: It seems they arrived from Klingon territory
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: Klingon territory? Why would Klingons want to breed tribbles... Last I heard they were afraid of them.. Killed them by the millions.. Drove them into extinction...
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Raises an eyebrow in amusement:: CTO: I beg your pardon? I was just going to ask you where the local drinking establishment is.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: Maybe this ship saved some?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::In the same short way he finds his way back to the Elara and identifies himself again to the guards posted at the entrance, before entering the Elara again.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@OPS_Green: That's good, mister Green.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Female voice>::still sounding pleasant:: COM: USS Elara: I assure you, one of his aides will see the message and contact him when possible. They may even be able to solve the problem
Host Admiral_Ix says:
::looks into the CO's eyes not saying a word::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 :: Looks back at the Admiral :: ADM: Cast your mind back to The Elara mission which ended in Aun’to Mesme's death, prior to that mission were you at any time aware of the possibility of there being sentient life inhabiting the Area we were instructed to test the Elara's weapons on?
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::his console starts beeping:: OPS_Tar: Sir, the cargo vessel Stand Aside is asking permission for departure.
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: Perhaps... Though I wonder where he saved them from in the first place.. Can you pull his flight plan from the database?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: I'm afraid this is not a matter which can be discussed with anyone other than Mr. Smith himself.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: Working on it sir, just on e moment
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: I had no knowledge of that. Else I would not send my officers to practice shooting in a habited system
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@OPS_Green: Tell them they don't have permission to depart yet.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@Longfellow: Just right on the promenade, after the Juicy Stone marble treats shop... I'll walk you... ::suspiciously::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::He quickly walks back to the Science lab and downloads the information from the PADD onto the computer for analysis. A disturbing reply follows shortly there after.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Female voice>COM: TO: As I said, leave your message and he will get back to you
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@OPS_Tar: Acknowledged. ::sends message:: OPS_Tar: Message sent.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::accesses shuttle logs for as far present in the SB Computer::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: I have here sensor data from Research Outpost Beta 2, it shows clearly the facility was capable and did detect the presence of life within the Asteroid belt :: pushes the PADD containing the information to IX :: does it not?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks a little worried.:: Computer: Computer, where is the CO?
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::console starts beeping and Green recognizes it to be the sound of an incoming hail:: OPS_Tar: Sir, the cargo vessel Stand Aside is hailing us.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: Look, you sound like a nice enough person and I would hate to have a troop of Starfleet security officers come down there and ruin your day, all I want is the Com frequency for Mister Smith's ship and I'll leave you in peace.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: They came from Andoria, then Sigmus II
Host Admiral_Ix says:
::does not read the PADD::CO: I know Captain. Those records were classified till very recently. So I had no access to them, nor did my tactical advisors who suggested the system in the first place
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::sighs:: Self: Now what? OPS_Green: Open channel. ::turns to the view screen::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods slowly:: FCO: Plot their route on a star chart, will you.. I'd like to take a look at it in a moment..
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
<Computer> CSO: The CO is at the interview chamber 1.
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::taps his console:: OPS_Tar: Channel opened, Sir.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Female voice>::still very pleasant:: CM: TO: I am afraid we are a legal Federation company. You cannot barge in without reason. But you are welcome for a visit
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Nods, he gestures with his hand and walks beside the CTO. He smiles as he walks on slowly, nodding at random times to the different patrons. While walking, he begins speaking softly:: CTO: You see, it's funny. People always told me that on the verge of death your life seems to flash past your eyes. Yet you don't seem worried, why is that? ::Chuckles in menace::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::Plots the course on a chart, then sends the information to the XO's panel:: XO: Look at your panel sir
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Given the discovery of such life it would be standard procedure for that information to be reported back to the Local Command... that would be you in this case would it not?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Taps his combadge:: *XO*: Sir, I have found something interesting on the Starbase sensor records. I am not sure the Captain would like me to disturb him. Do you have a moment please?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@<Stand Aside>::sounds angry:: COM:SBOPS: This is captain Boom from the cargo vessel Stand Aside. Why is my vessel denied permission to leave the Starbase? I have some very precious cargo that needs to be delivered.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@TO: Because I am confident of my abilities... simple.. ::notices the nods:: So. Say I didn’t catch your name, first visit here?
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: Sir, as you will see on the chart they were headed to Romulan space
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks to the side:: FCO: Thank you... *CSO*: Of course.. I'll be down in a moment... ::Gets up and walks over to the FCO:: FCO: Romulan space... Interesting...
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: My dear you are impeding the progress of a Starfleet investigation which, as I'm sure you are aware, is not legal. Now, I've tried to be nice about this. All I want is the Com frequency.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: You stand correct. However, I was not informed nor had I access to that information. You can check the Starbase's notices and intelligence records. As I told you, there is an investigation taking place to find who is the culprit for that mistake. But I am afraid we can only blame it on our own bureaucracy 
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Shoves a phaser to the back of the CTO's back as he calmly walks him towards the nearest TL:: CTO: Name's Longfellow, and I'll be your biggest nightmare for the day. ::As the TL doors open, he takes one glance behind him to make sure no one is there and stuns the CTO to the ground as the TL doors close behind them::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@COM: Stand_Aside: I'm Chief OPS Tar. All ships are denied departure at the moment. We can't allow any ship to depart, not even yours.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Begins to work on some of the data and marks it carefully, so he can recognise it faster later.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
<Female voice>COM: TO: Starfleet can leave a message for Mr Smith to see. There is nothing illegal there. He will answer in time
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@<Stand Aside> COM:SBOPS: That's none of my concern, but yours. Open those bay doors so I can leave!
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
FCO: Well.. I need to stop by the science labs for a moment... I will be back before you know it... Until then, you have the bridge... ::Turns to the exit::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: You’re right, there is an investigation and you are right in the middle of it
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::gets stunned but manages to tap his combadge before Longfellow's speech::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: The Starbase alarms go out with the phaser blast
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: Stand by... ::mutes the COM::
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: aye sir, I have the bridge ::isn't very impressed with the fact that he now commands a docked spacecraft::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: Starfleet security is on its way to the scene
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@::hears the Starbase alarms:: OPS_Green: Close channel.
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Chuckles as he hears the alarms:: CTO: Seems we'll have to go to plan B. ::Opens the TL console and begins overriding the TL to reach one of the docking bays::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
XO: Commander...
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Is about to step through the exit door when he hears the TO:: TO: Yes..?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@SB Computer: What is the origin of the Starbase alarm?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::drools slightly while stunned::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: I told you Captain, you and your crew are not meant for this work. But you wanted to take matters into your hands
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::Notices something is going on at the Starbase:: COMM: Starbase: This is the Elara, what's going on?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@<Computer>OPS: A phaser was shot in the promenade TL
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@COM: Elara: This is Tar, one moment, we
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
XO: Seems that Smith's company is stalling, they won't tell me where he is or how to contact him.
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: FCO gets the same reply as OPS
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<edit my line: @COM: Elara: This is Tar, one moment, we're trying to find out.>
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
XO: Sir, a phaser was fired on the Starbase
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@CTO: You see, what you people didn't con- ::Hits the TL console:: -sider. Is that I'm not who you think I am, in the wider range. ::Smiles as the TL begins moving again, he turns to face the CTO: Get it?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@OPS_Green: Go to yellow alert!
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@::closes channel:: OPS_Tar: Channel closed. ::initiates yellow alert::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods slowly:: TO: Try to put more pressure on them... ::Looks around to the FCO:: FCO: Do they not have their own security to deal with that..? All: Now, excuse me, I am needed elsewhere.. ::Turns around and exits::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Coming from the Admiral who sent a Starship to go shooting up the indigenous life in an asteroid belt I find that particularly insulting
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::starts regaining consciousness slowly but fakes to remain stunned and stares blank at Longfellow::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@*SB Security*: Tar to Security. Inform me when you know what happened down there.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Ix I know the information was sent from the outpost, are you suggesting it was lost in space?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
Self: With what? ::un-mutes the COM:: COM: Easy Thrusters: It seems we're going round in circles here so I'll ask you this... What is the location of Smith's ship?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: I sent you to target practice on an asteroid I thought was lifeless. All scans from my ships showed no life signs, only subspace scans revealed them, and those were not standard. as many scans are not standard. I find your words insulting
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: It was classified and I did not have permission to access it
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Exits the TL upon arrival at the science labs and walks over to the one Nelson is in::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Classified from you?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: Yes, it may come as a shock but once you get your fifth pip they do not tell you all the secrets of the Universe
TO_Ens_Longfellow says:
@::Picks up the immobile CTO on his shoulder as the TL doors open, he takes one look around and walks towards one of the support beams:: CTO: This is your stop. ::Drops the CTO on the floor:: Have a nice death. ::He raises his phaser, sets it on vaporize and targets it on the CTO's body. As he fires the phaser blinks dead:: Self: That wasn't very helpful. ::Curses to himself as he considers his next move::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Enters the lab and looks around for a moment:: CSO: You called..?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@<SB security>*OPS*: We are working on it. But we can't seem to find your officer
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::Looks over his shoulder:: XO: Ah, welcome sir. Come take a look at this. It seems that everything from the shuttle was vaporized when it was hit. Most likely a bomb of some kind. But look here ::points to his screen:: There is a curious power reading here. I've been able to identify it as the readings of a transporter beam.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: Who was responsible for choosing the Target location?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::knocks out of it and quits the fake then lashes out at Longfellow. He attempts hits him down unconscious using the element of surprise::
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Walks closer and takes a look himself:: CSO: A transporter beam..? How close to the moment of detonation was this?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: As Starbase security reaches Longfellow’s position and throws him on the floor.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
XO: Right before the explosion. The transporter beam lead to a nearby vessel that I was able to identify as the vessel that brought the representatives from Nova Pax sir.::Looks up with a questioned look.::
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: The 2 men fight while Starbuck starts regaining consciousness. Every muscle in his body hurts
Host Admiral_Ix says:
CO: My tactical advisors. Commander T'mok and Lt Commander Sarn
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::waits for a reply::
OPS_MCPO_Green says:
@OPS_Tar: Sir, there is more phaser fire. Shall I go to Red Alert?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@OPS_Green: Negative, we'll wait for Security to report in again, but try to track the comm signals from the involved shooter.
FCO_Ens_Crash says:
::sits back in his chair. Not much he can do at the moment::
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
ADM: Extreme piece of bad luck that they should chose the very place there happened to be life wasn't it? :: shakes his head sarcastically :: Is it true then that you knew of there being some piece of classified information about the target location but not what that information was?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods slowly:: CSO: Okay... But still, it might have been an emergency transport... Correct?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
@::sits on his back breathing hardly after the effort to knock down Longfellow::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
@*SB Security*: OPS here, report!
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: But you Ok'd the target anyway! ::raising his voice ::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::nods:: XO: Yes sir, but again... it lead from the shuttle our XO was on and was heading towards the nearby vessel. There just isn’t enough information to determine who or what was beamed from the exploded shuttle. Which might also explain why there were no organic remains amongst the debris, after the explosion.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
COM: Easy Thrusters: I need to set up a meeting with Mr Smith... would that be possible?
XO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: CSO: Alright.. What you are saying is.. He might actually have made it out of there.. In which state, we don't know, but this piece of evidence would suggest it none the less..?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
@ACTION: More officers rush into he scene and take Longfellow into custody
Host Admiral_Ix says:
::does not raise her voice:: CO: I had no reason not to
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
::nods:: XO: Precisely sir, but the data we have now is insufficient. Or I need more time to really find out.
CO_Capt_Timrok says:
 ADM: What extraordinary bad judgement
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: The cards are on the table. Pazoski may not have died after all. but then where is he? And who is this nice girl the TO has been talking to? And what does Longfellow have to say about shooting the shuttle (which miraculously was vaporized immediately after). And what is indeed Ix's involvement in all of this?
Host Admiral_Ix says:
ACTION: Next year we find out ....
Host Admiral_Ix says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
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